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Learning from home – Year 5 – W.B. 4th May  
Below is a list of tasks and activities to work on over this week. Your child should be able to 

work on these tasks mostly independently, although it’s always nice for them to discuss their 
ideas and share what they’ve achieved with someone. We do not expect every single task to be 
completed, rather it is a list of ideas to keep them busy and learning, in line with the National 
Curriculum. Whilst it is important to keep learning key facts, knowledge and skills this is also a 

great opportunity for your child to explore their interests further and be creative. 
Please share a sample of their learning with us every week – a piece of English, Maths and 

perhaps another piece they are very proud of – by emailing it to admin@fleet.camden.sch.uk 
with the class teacher’s name as the subject. 

 
Word of the Week: Celestial 

Celestial means to do with the sky or to the universe beyond 
Earth’s atmosphere. It can also be used to describe something 
to do with heaven. In our topic, you will learn about ‘celestial 
bodies’ – this means natural objects that are in the sky. The 

planets are example of large celestial bodies. 
English 
*Get free access to digital books, audiobooks, newspapers, magazines and graphic 

novels using this link: https://www.camden.gov.uk/digital-library * 
 

Reading: Something a bit different this week! I’d like you to write a riddle about 
one of your favourite books or a favourite character from a book. Think really 
carefully about what the key features of the book or character are and how you will 
include them creatively. Please email me your riddles so I can share them with the 
rest of the class and we can try to solve them! Can you solve mine? (Yours doesn’t 
have to rhyme). 

This old lady isn’t a normal gran 
So boring, Ben isn’t her biggest fan 

But there’s more to her than smelly soup 
They’re going to be rich – whoop whoop! 

There’s going to be a few problems though, 
The fences, guards, alarms – oh no! 

 
Writing: Look at the Year 5 English resource 4th May on 
the Year 5 home learning page. Your task is to write a 
poem inspired by Van Gogh’s painting, Starry Night. 
 
Grammar: Watch the videos and do the activities at 
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zdsthbk to practice using apostrophes for 
contractions (e.g. haven’t, don’t) and possession (e.g. Bob’s hat, the cats’ tails). 
 
Maths: This week’s focus – adding and subtracting 
decimals   
Go to ‘Summer Term Week 2 (w/c 27th April)’ on 
White Rose Maths website 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-5/   
There are 4 lessons about adding and subtracting 
decimals and then a Friday maths challenge; I’d like 
you to do all of them over the week. Each lesson has a short video to watch and 
then an activity. Watch the video and try the activity – you don’t need to print out 
the sheets, you can just write your answers on some paper. The answers are also on 
the website so you can check your learning. When adding and subtracting decimals, 
remember the Golden Rule – LINE UP THE DECIMAL POINTS! 
 
There is a challenge on the Year 5 home learning page too 😊  
 
Science: This week, we’re learning about the sun. Mrs Mulji has set a 
task for you to do – look on Year 5 Science 4th May. One of the 
activities involves printing out a template – if you haven’t got a 
printer, don’t worry! Do the one of the other activities!  

Computing: Practice your coding skills by completing this Star Wars themed coding 
challenge. https://code.org/starwars There is the option to download an offline 
version if you do not have good access to the internet.  Most of you will be 
adequately challenged doing the ‘Blocks’ version, however if you find this easy then 
you can try the ‘JavaScript’ version. There are video tutorials to help you. Good luck!  
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History: Look through the presentation on the Year 5 Home 
Learning page called Y5 History Resource 4th May. Learn about 
animals being sent in to space. Decide if you think it is acceptable 
to send animals in to space in order to learn more about Space 
travel. Write a short piece supporting your view (see the last 
page of presentation).  
Art: Look through the presentation on the Year 5 Home Learning page called Year 5 
Art Resource 4th May. It is all about an artistic style called ‘Post-Impressionism’. 
There is a choice of 3 activities at the end – or feel free to do 2 or all 3 of them!  
 
PSHE:  
It is a difficult time at the moment 
with the virus and the lockdown. 
You might be finding that staying 
inside a lot, trying to do your 
learning, being worried about and 
missing friends and family is 
making you very emotional. You 
might feel angry a lot or suddenly 
tearful. It’s normal to feel these 
emotions, but there are things 
you can do to help yourself feel 
better. There are some ideas on 
this poster. Think about which 
might be helpful to you and make 
a note of them. You might have 
your own ideas to add too. Keep 
the note somewhere safe for you 
to look at when you need to. 

Music: Use the brass tutorial videos on the Year 5 Home Learning page to keep 
practicing you trumpet or trombone – a new one has been posted! If you don’t have 
your instrument, let me know and I can arrange for you to collect it. 
P.E.: Watch some of the ‘street dance’ videos here 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/street-dance-masterclass/zh2vpg8 
Can you recreate one of the dances? Or perhaps you can take some of the moves 
and choreograph your own routine? Maybe ask your family members to learn it with 
you!  
Also, keep doing Joe Wicks P.E. on Youtube every day! 
 


